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Cite previous work very carefully and own your work.

Don’t make harsh criticism about the previous work. Use a toned down approach.
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- Describe the problem in one or two line.
- Provide a brief outline.
- Motivate the audience sufficiently.
- Tell them what the existing methods are doing and why we need something new.
- Describe your method.
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- In general following is a good arrangement.
- Describe the problem in one or two line.
- Provide a brief outline.
- Motivate the audience sufficiently.
- Tell them what the existing methods are doing and why we need something new.
- Describe your method.
- Try to spoonfeed them about your contribution and provide evidence through simulations and real data.
- Finally make good conclusion and give them a take home message.
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• During your entire talk and especially in Q & A, try to show yourself confident. You know your research more than anybody does.

• You might encounter questions you have no clue about, don’t be nervous.

• Give extended reply to the questions whose answers you know.

• Don’t fumble even if you have no clue what you are talking about. For unclear questions, give them the impression that you have intuition about everything of the stuff you are talking about.

• For clear questions either provide intuition or convince them that this is part of your future work.

• Appreciate people who are asking questions.
Thank you all for listening to me. Hope one day I can follow everything I lectured Today.